
From: 	 Spurgeon, Lawrence 
To: 	 Astrid.M.Liverman@hawaii.gov  
CC: 	 Miyamoto, Faith; Pua.Aiu@hawaii.gov; Nancy.A.McMahon@hawaii.gov; Phyllis.L.Cayan@hawaii.gov  
Sent: 	 12/1/2008 2:06:33 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: Transit Project 

Aloha Astrid, 

May we take 12/17 from 1:00 to the end of your day? Yes, this is intended to be limited to architectural resources. We have separately been meeting with archaeology 
staff. 

We will put together an agenda prior to the meeting, but we intend is to bring design and planning staff able to discuss effects to each eligible resources within the APE. 
Our hope is that we can come to a general understanding of SHPD's expectations on effect determinations and work through any design commitments that would be 
needed to support the determinations. We will be prepared to explain the thought process and assumptions used for the proposed effects determinations that were listed 
in the Draft EIS. From the meeting, we will prepare an effects memorandum and supporting information for submittal for SHPD's review and hopeful concurrence. 

Because we view this step as a Section 106 inter-agency coordination, we have not invited any other parties. If the SHPD desires to include third-parties at their request, 
we would not object. 

From: Astrid.M.Liverman@hawaii.gov  [mailto:Astrid.M.Liverman@hawaii.gov]  
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2008 9:58 AM 
To: Spurgeon, Lawrence 
Cc: Faith Miyamoto (Honolulu DTS) (fmiyamoto@co.honolulu.hi.us ); Pua.Aiu@hawaii.gov; Nancy.A.McMahon@hawaii.gov ; Phyllis.L.Cayan@hawaii.gov  
Subject: Re: Transit Project 

Dear Lawrence: 

Thank you for your call. I would be happy to do a workshop with you regarding expectations and project understanding for the determination of eligibility. Initially I had 
passed your email on to our administrative team to see if they would also be interested in participating. Based on your message, however, it seems that this particular 
workshop would focus on the architectural resources (correct me otherwise). 
As for scheduling the week of the 15th, it is a little tricky I must say, but I might suggest that I do have to be in town for another meeting from 9 to 10 on Friday the 19th, 
so I would be free after that. If that doesn't work, we can talk other dates. For instance, the 17th I have a meeting here from 10-11 but would be free after that. Thank 
you so much for the offer. Will other consulting parties, such as Historic Hawaii Foundation, be participating? 

Best regards, 
Astrid 

Astrid M. B. Liverman, Ph.D. 
Architecture Branch Chief 
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State Historic Preservation Division 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 

Kakuhihewa Building 
601 Kamokila Blvd., Suite 555 
Kapolei, Hawaisi 96707 
Ph: (808) 692-8015 
(808) 692-8028 (direct) 
Fax: (808) 692-8020 

"Spurgeon, Lawrence" <Spurgeon@pbworld.com> 

11/10/2008 12:56 PM 

To <Astrid.M.Liyerman@hawaii.goy> 

cc "Faith Miyamoto (Honolulu DTS) (fmiyamoto@co.honolulu.hi.us )" <fmiyamoto@honolulu.goy> 

Subject Transit Project 

Aloha Astrid, 

As you have probably seen, or Draft EIS is being released this month. We have included the SHPD correspondence to date. Your office should receive the EIS next 
week. Thank you for your time and effort to date on the project. 

I would like to make our process for proposing Determination of Effect and mitigation as streamlined as possible. I was wondering what you would think of having a 
workshop, either 1/2 or full day where we could bring in our preservation people and design engineers and architects and meet with you and any of your staff to work 
through expectations and project understanding. 

I was looking at the week of December 15 (any day) as a good time for us based on our overall project schedule. We should also be able to share any comments that 
we had received on historic resources from the public hearings. We would then take the notes from the workshop and prepare the determination of effects report and 
draft a MoA. Were happy either to come see you, or host you at our offices. 

Let me know if you think this might work, and how we could fit into your schedule. 

Lawrence 

Lawrence Spurgeon 
Parsons Brinckerhoff 
(808)768-6147 
spurgeon@pbworld.com  

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information for 
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the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, 
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying to 
this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies. 

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, 
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies 
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